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commentary

But at least the debate on bill 330
It could be that bill 49's sponsor,
was interesting. One senator even Sen. Ike Smalley (D- Sierra·-~
had the gall to suggest that if the Hidalgo - Luna) is waiting for an
New Mexico Senate passed bill 330, opportune time to have the report
it could be equated with the brought before the Senate. He could
Southern states seceding from the be waiting for the University to ·
Union before the Civil War.
commit one si.n, and he'd have his
Another poor example of how the committee back.
system works is Senate bill 49. Bill
Or it could be that Senate is
·19, if enacted, would continue the ducking issues. By bringing up the
Legislative Universities Study controversial war exemption bill,
Committee. While none of us at the senators will get their names in the
University is sitting on pins and oap£.>rs and it will appear that they
needles waiting for it to be passed or are handling more pressing issues
defeated by the Senate, we are than equestrian and pedestrian
curious as to what happened to it.
traffic on public highways. But by
After the defeat of the war
Bill 330 received a ·'no
not bringing out bill 49, no one is
c~xemption bill Friday, one is left recommendation'' report from the
with a vast feeling of futility. After Public Affairs Committee last put in danger of voting. against
all, we young "radicals" and "power Wednesday. It was heard by the Smalley, who as chairman of Senate
Finance Committee, is a very
hungry youngsters" are constantly entire Senate Friday.
powerful man.
told "work through the system- it
Bill 49 received a "do not pass"
The hassles involving bills 49 and
will be responive and meet your recommendation from the Senate
330 just go to show that politics not
needs."
·Education Committee over a week only make strange bedfellows, they
I hope that the defeat of bill 330 · ago. No report has been issued to
is not an example of how responsive Senate, and no one has continued sometimes are slower than a hare and
.faster than a speeding bullet.
the legislature is toward the young. work on the bill.
Sarah Laidlaw
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Bullets
And

Ry PATRICIA RICHTER
for Women's Liberation
"Our history has been stolen from
us. Our heroes died in childbirth,
from peritonitis, overwork,
oppression, from bottled - up rage.
Om· geniuses were never taught to
write. We must invent a past
adequate to our ambitions. We must
create a future adequate to our
needs" - from "The Old Mole,"
Cambridge, Mass., quoted in
"Women: A Journal of Liberation."
The struggles of women, like those
of blacks and Chicanos, have been
largely ignored by history. Volumes
have been written on the Jacobins,
Bolsheviks or the leaders of the
American revolution; the National
Woman Suffrage Association or the
Russian Zhenodtl are graced with a
paragraph. This article is a miniscule
attempt to rectify the situation by
'First Of All I Want You To Issue A Statement Denying It. .. '
sketching very briefly the history of
International Women's Day.
On March 8, 1857, women from
the garment and textile industries in
New York demonstrated against
intolerable working conditions, low
wages and the 12-hour day. The
march was subsequently broken up
by the police and many of the
women were injured.
In the years following, women
workers made repeated efforts to
organize. Some of their groups Women's Typographical Union
number one in New York City, the
Laundryworkers Union in Troy,
N.Y., the shoe workers in Lynn,
Mass. - were successful for a short
time.
But their attempts often
foundered on: 1) The virulent
hostility of the general public and
the mill or factory owners; 2) the
women's lack of knowledge of or
experience in political organization
or public speaking; 3) the
unwillingness of the AFL or
organized labor in general to be of
any significant assistance; 4) the fact
that many of the women were
immigrants, with little or no
residence halls staff, the president 01
knowledge of English or American
Fact: Students were not
political and social processes; 5)
RHC and a student government ignored.On the contrary, there was
liaison (me).
when one works 12 to 14 hours a
ample student participation. There
The assignment, in general, was to were students on the Administrative
day for $6 a week, there is little
look into everything from coed committee. There was an all-student
time, energy or inclination to spend
housing to varied meal plans. The committee (by the by, the two
three hours in a union meeting or
pass out leaflets.
deadline for both committees was reports differed very little). Both
March 1. Prior to Jan. 14, there had committees came about because of
Despite the obstacles, the struggle
been much research (mostly in the student interest in the area as
continued and on March 8, 1908,
form of questionnaires) for the indicated in the questionnaires which
women in the needles trade in New
committee to use in forming its were filled out by students, not
York staged another massive
demonstration. This time their
recommendations. This research was deans.
put to use.
demands also included legislation
Fact: More than half the facilities
against child labor and the right to
I found, when reading the will be coed. Does the RHC
vote.
aforementioned article, I take issue president want more or less? In
with the RHC president and some of short, just what does he want? The
Two years later, at an
By DEBBIE BRUNS
his comments. I will go further and
International Socialist Congress held
I read with great interest an article charge him with misrepresentation of question is legitimate since his
in Denmark, International Women's
comments differ from the facts.
appearing in the Lobo (March 5) the facts.
Day was proclaimed. Clara Zetkin, a
Under the circumstances the
entitled "Coed Dorms May Become
Fact: Separate wings were
German Socialist fro.tn the labor
Reality." I am compelled to respond. recommended because of a desire report is good and does not deserve
movement, proposed that March 8
On Jan. 14, Karen Glaser, voiced by the residents for privacy the unfounded criticism put forth.
be set aside to commemorate 53
associate dean of students, assigned when answering the call of nature. Coed dorms will never be a reality if
years of struggle by working women
two committees to work on varied The dorms are built in such a way people criticize the efforts made
and her proposal was adopted by the
housing plans. One committee was to that a room to room set up would toward that trend and don't offer
congress.
much themselves. If only one dorm
be comprised of students assigned by not accomplish that purpose.
Since that time, International
had
been selected to go coed it
the president of Residence Halls
Fact: Alvarado has a high
Women's Day has been celebrated
Council (RHC). The second returning rate of students, indicating would have been hailed as a major
mainly in socialist countries. In
committee, dubbed the they like it the way it is. Why make step toward liberating the confined
China and Cuba emphasis is placed Administrativs Committee, was
it coed when there is already so masses in the residence halls. Because
on women as militant participants in
comprised of the four housing deans, much space available for that the space selected does not suit one
the revolution; in Russia the
person's tastes, it is no good.
two student members of the purpose?
celebration is somewhat similar to
Coed dorms are new to UNM. So
Mother's Day. But with the advent
are some of the other things in this
of the women's movement, the
report. There are, in fact, details I
celebration has assumed major
don't
especially care for in the
Lobo Staff
proportions in the United States.
report,
One takes the good with the
Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Today in Albuquerque, literature
Managing Editor: Casey Church
bad. To knock certain aspects of the
and armbands axe on sale in the
Everett Robinson
Barbara Morgan
project
is to endanger it. There may
E... J. Bauer
Paul Fleck
Union, male volunteers for day care
Roger Ruvolo
Sally
Washington
or may not be mistakes; time will
Andy Garmczy
Mark Sanchez
centers are being taken, and this
Aaron Howard
Pat McArdle
Sandy Schauer
tell.
The concept must begin
Bob Hlady
Jim Pensiero
evening at 6 a women's dinner will
Sandra McCraw
Dave Parker
Deanne Stillman
somewhere
in some fashion. Some
Rosalie I~crguson
Peter l<atel
be held at the Friends Meeting, 815
Clark J ermain
Dave Brands
people seem to think that if th(!ir
.Judy Gonzales
Chuck l''eil
Bob Butler
Girard NE. All women interested in
Ttnn Glennon
Charles Andrews
interpretation
of the student's
Kathi Schroeder
Wayne McNeely
participating will be more than
Buff!e LaMaster
Robin Poppelsdorf
Lcsltc Waddy
concept of coed housing is not
Sue Major
welcome.
Chip Babb
.roe Hartshorne
accepted, then to hell with the whole
·idea.
''
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Pass Resolution Asking Approval fr,om Legislature
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"rigorous enforcement" of
application deadlines and an
"embargo on any additional
admissions that go beyond the
BEF projection."
Heady termed the fourth step,
an enrollment "embargo" the
most drastic and said it would
only be used as a "last resort."
The Regents gave an unofficial go
ahead to continuing efforts to
limit enrollment, but expressed
doubts about an arbitrary cutoff
point in admissions.
Heady noted concern' for
enrollments that exceeded BEF
•predictions was heightened by the
"very drastic cuts" proposed by
the Dept. of Finance and
Administration (DF A) some 10
days ago. The DFA recommended
some $1.2 million be cut from
UNM's budget.
The BEF proposal supported
by the· Regent's action would
provide $45.9 million to all the
state's universities. The full DFA
recommendation is $43.5 million.
Limiting graduate enrollment
would cut down on the number of
students whose education is
"most expensive per student."
'l'he faculty today will consider
the proposal to up the g.p.a.
requirement for out · of- state
students. They set university
entrance requirements.
The regents also tabled til their
next meeting the proposed
Statement of the Rights and
Responsibilities of Graduate
Assistants. The statement outlines
lt _gri<>,vance procedures for
graduate assistants and has been
adopted by the faculty.
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New Regents
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Rights Organizer Details Welfare Faults

The shortcomings of the national welfare system and
"Operation Nevada" were outlined last night by Bruce
Thomas, a speaker from the national office of the National
Welfare Rights organization (NWRO).
NWRO is made up of welfare recipients working to assert
their legal rights as citizens. National membership is 75,000.
"Welfare is the most degrading institution we have in this
country,'' said Thomas.
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SEC Overturns Report;
LUSC Given New Life
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Tuesday, March 9, 1971

A us tin Roberts, left, newly
appointed regent, is congratualted
by Arturo Ortega, former
president of the board. In the
center is Calvin Horn, elected
president of the board yesterday.

Nevada Inequities March Targe!_

Bema
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Regents Back BEF Suggestion

The Senate Education Committee (SEC/ overturned its
own unfavorable recommendation and gave new life to a bill
to continue the Legislative University Study Committee
(LUSC). A "no recommendation" report sent the bill to the
Senate for further action.
The LUSC was formed in ·1968 after "The Love Lust
Poem" controversy involving the use of an allegedly
pornographic poem in a UNM literature class. An SEC voice
vote gave the bill majority recommendation to go to the
Senate floor without a positive or negative ruling.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Ike Smalley (D - Sierra,
Guadalupe c Hidalgo) would continue the LUSC with a
$40,000 allocation. During the first hearing of the measure,
its defenders said UNM had improved because the LUSC had
"sobered up" the philosophy of higher education in New
Mexico.
"The LUSC needs to be cot1tinued to finish up business,"
said Smalley. The committee could possibly be terminated
after the New Board of Regents at UNM gets settled in."
If the original recommendation by the SEC of "do not
pass" had not been reconsidered the LUSC continuation bill
would have died upon Senate approval of the committee
report.
The bill's "no recommendation" has been adopted by the
Senate and it travels to the Senate Finance Committee (SFC)
for consideration. The SFC is chaired by the bill's sponsor
Sen. Small!"y.Sen. Ben Altamirano (D-Grant) asked for
committee reconsideration of the bill. He voted in the
original hearing to give the measure a "do not pass." "Dunn
and Smalley have been working on committee members,"
said Sen. Frank Papen (D-Dona Ana). "They came around
and spoke to me about it but I didn't change my mind. The
committee might have gotten some people on the ball but it
was born from emotion and its job is finished. I am just glad
it didn't turn into the witch hunt many people thought it
would," said Papen.
Sen. Aubrey Dunn (D-Otero- Lincoln} and chairman of
the SEC, supported Smalley's LUSC bill. He said, "It's a
controversial bill. In the SFC it will probably get a favorable
recommendation but the $50,000 allocation request will
probably be cut."
After getting a recommendatio11 from the SFC, the bill will
be voted on by the full senate. Neither Du1111 nor Smalley
commf!nted on chances of the bill's passage.

For example, he said, a man who has lost his job and needs
welfare to feed his family cannot get that money unles he
leaves his family, making his wife eligible for relief.
And those relief payments, he said, are far from enough.
ln Nevada, the welfare office has set $475 a month as the
minimum monthly income necessary for supporting a family
of four, said Thomas. Yet, a welfare recipient is granted only
$144 a month.
In Nevada, said Thomas, the average family of four pays
$120 a month in rent and from $20 to $30 in utilities. After
these bills are paid, there are still expenses like food, clothing
and education for children.
Last November, said Thomas, 800 women and over 3000
children - half the Nevada welfare roll- were cut off from
welfare payments for "cheating" on the requirements for
welfare eligibility.
"These people were cut off welfare because they would
not sit in their houses and watch their children starve," said
Thomas. "They had to go out and find some kind of job."
Holding a job disqualifies a person from receiving welfare
payments.
"Operation Nevada," said Thomas, is a project to insure
due process of law for the cut off welfare recipients.
None of the people cut from welfare rolls in Nevada, said
Thomas, were given notification or a court hearing.
The welfare office labelled these people "cheaters," he
said, but not one of them was taken to court for fraud.
NWRO marched on the welfare office in Las Vegas for two
weeks, said Thomas.
(Please tum io page 2)
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Welfare Organizer

Bruce Thomas, left, national
welfare organizer, last night
outlined the steps being taken in
"Operation Nevada" to change
the system of welfare payments in
that state, Also shown are Matt
Walsh, KUNM News Director, and
Mil<e Colvin.

U.S. High Court Rules
Conscientious Objectors
Must Oppose All Wars
WASHINGTON (UPI)-:The
Supreme Court ruled Monday that
young men seeking conscientious
objector status to avoid the draft
must oppose all wars, not just one
in particular such as Vietnam.
The 8-1 decision written by
Justice Thurgood Marshall closed
the legal door to a growing
number of draft eligibles who
claim exemption because of their
conscientious scruples solely
against U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. Justice William 0.,
Douglas cast the dissenting vote.
Marshall held in two
far-reaching test cases that
Congress in enacting the selective
service law intended to exempt
only those ''who oppose
participation in all
war-participation in war in any
form."
Rejecting the appeals of two
men convicted of draft violations,
he said for the court: "persons
who object solely to participation
in a particular war are not within
the purview of the exempting
section even though the latter
objection may have such roots in
a claimant's conscience and
personality that it is religious in
character."
Douglas protested the decision
in these words: "conscience is
repudiated ... the court has done
violence to the basic philosophy
of the first amendment and we
take a step backward."
In a series of other actions, the
court:
-Ruled that the 1964 Civil
Rights Law prevents employers
from giving job J;lromotion tests

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74
No. 97
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277·4102, 277·4202
The New Mexico Lobo is
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of the University year by the Board
at Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico. and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with sec and class postage paid
at Albuquerque. New Mexico,
87106. Subscr•Ption rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial bo"rd of The Lobo:
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University af New Mexico.

which feature questions unrelated
to the work to be performed. The
decision in favor of 13 Negro
employes of the Dan River station
of the Duke Power Co. in North
Carolina is expected to have broad
significance for black job rights.
-Refused a hearing to atheist
Madalyn Murray O'Hair who
contended astronauts on the
Apollo 8 and Apollo 14 Moon
flights improperly used religious
statements and materials on their
missions.
-By a 4-4 tie vote, let stand a
ruling by Maryland's highest court
that the controversial Swedish
film, "I Am Curious (Yellow),"
was absence and subject to
banning by the state censorship
authorities. A tie vote does not set
high court legal precedent but
merely affirms lower court actions
in the case under consideration.
-Returned to lower courts in
Florida a case challenging state
tax limitation laws which permit
greater spending in rich school
districts than in poor ones.
The conscientious objector
cases were brought by Guy Porter
Gillette of New York City, who
was sentenced to two years in jail
for refusing to report for
induction, and Louise A. Negre of
Bakersfield, Calif., who sought to
get out of the service after he had
been drafted.
Gillette wrote a letter to his
draft board terming the Vietnam
war "unjust and illegal." Negre
said if he were to go to Vietnam
"I would be violating my own
concepts of natural law and would
be going against all that I had
been taught in my religious
training."
Ruling against them, the court
said Congress showed "deep
concern" for conscientious
objections to war in enacting the
selective service laws.
Marshall added; "but there are
countervailing considerations,
which are also the concern of
congress.

Welfare Faults ...
(Continued from page 1)

"Caesar's Palace," a plush
gambling casino in Las Vegas was
taken over by marchers March 6.
Mass marches in Las Vegas and
Reno are planned for March 26
and 2 7. Thomas said NWRO
hopes to have enough people to
close down the whole "strip," or
gambling district on those days.

Lobo photo by Chuck l!'eil

Opening Night

Students volunteer music for the opening night of an
experimental coffeehouse Thursday night in the Union. Free coffee
is provided, entertainment is impromptu. The next session will be at
7:30p.m. Thursday.

California Senator Talks of His Frustrations

Void Exists in Politics for Blacks
Racism in politics is "more
frustrating than being called a
nigger," said Sen. Mervyn
Dymally, California's first black
state senator, in a talk at Popejoy
Hall Sunday night.
Dymally visited UNM as a last
minute addition to his speaking
schedule. Among colleges visited
included President Nixon's alma
mater, Whittier College in
California. Dymally said he spoke
at Whittier "to give the school a
little soul."
Dymally talked largely of his
frustrations in dealing with
politics as a black. "Although a
tremendous void has existed in
black politics, there's an
increasing number of young,
dedicated black politicians. These
blacks often have a lonely voice in
politics though. The system is not
an avenue of solving problems but
a means of dedicating tools."
An advisor to the Civil Rights
Commission, Dumally feels that:
"Politics is the best way to begin
to deal with civil rights. Originally
the Civil Rights movement
attempted to ignore the political
structure and this was a big
mistake. Now black politics is
becoming the cutting edge of the
civil rights movement.
"The black is a unique
politician, better trained than his

JHR
And The Cultural Prograrn Committee
Present

"I RECOMMEND '1776'
WITHOUT RESERVATION!"
-Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times

America's
Award Winning
Musical

white counterpart. In the future
blacks will be increasingly
favorable in the political arena."
He termed the California
Legislature "one of the most
advanced according to objective
studies." Out of the six people
that run the legislature in
California, two are black and
represent both the Assembly and
the Senate. "The blacks in the
California Senate are very
together, they've had to learn how
to jive all their live's and know
how to be effective," he said.
"I'm no different from a bluck
radical except I'm working within
the system. If you don't like the
red color inside, you can't change
it by throwing bricks from the

Sat., Sun.-March 13, .14-8:15 P.M.
Tickets $6.50, 6:00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards 1/2 Price
Telephone 277-3 I 21
·
.2.

outside. The brick throwers make
me more relevant though. If the
government has to choose
between me and Elridge Cleaver it
would take me, I don't throw
bricks," he said.
Dymally said "ghetto blacks
understand politics better than
the bourgeois black. They've
always been oppressed, and
therefore understand the
problems involved. People don't
give them enough creel it."
To win ell'ctions, Dymally said,
"you've got to have chrisma or be
a Rudy Valentino."
A weekend seminar on black
studies and culture was held in
conjunction with Dymally's
address.

Senate Okays Democratic
Reapportionment Bill
SANTA FE- A Democratic·
sponsored substitute
reapportionment bill basing
district representation on the
estimated population of voting
precincts was passed by the
Senate 27-14 yesterday.
The reapportionment measure
is based on single-member district
representation; each district is
composed of election precincts,
the boundaries of which were set
by counties for the 1970 general
election.
There is a notable democratic
majority in the Senate and votes
on the measure were almost all
along party lines.
The Senate Special
Reapportionment Committee
substitution bill was passed along
with an accompanying bill that
named senatorial districts and
precincts within them.
Major criticism came from
Senate Republicans. Sen. John
Eastham (R-Bernalillo) said
Bernalillo county was being
cheated because "according to
population figures, Bernalillo
county is entitled to one more
senator than the bill provides." He
said the bill stated "falsehoods"
and "since the Senate knows of
the falsehoods it would be
irresponsible if it passed the bill.
Eastham had earlier introduced
an unsuccessful reapportionment
plan based strictly on population
figures without regard for county
lines.
He. also criticised the bill

because it was based on census
bureau population "estimations"
he termed "inaccurate." He also
claimed the bill would
discriminate against minority
groups.
"The people in Gallup (for
instance) would get twice as much
say so as the Indians in the
surrounding area'' if
reapportionment was decided
along voter precinct lines and
census estimations, "In some
places very few people may
constitute a district electing a
senator while in other places, like
Bernalillo county, the public
would be under·represented."
Eastham also contended the bill
would not be accepted by the
courts and it "invites court
action."
Proponents of the bill rebutted
Republican argument,; .by saying
creation of senatorial districts by
number of people only, was not
necessarily the best method. Sen.
Tibo Chavez (D-Valencia) said
Republican reapportionment
plans based on strict census
figures was "a cold computerized
method not taking into account
cultural and historical points
people have in common- just
numbPrs."
Other Democratic proponents
of the bill said that state Supreme
Court rulings had already allowed
apportionment much further off
in the ideal number of people
represented by one senator than
the bill proposed.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- Higher
education should be restructured
to deemphasize pure classroom
work and thwart "disturbing
trends toward uniformity," a
government · sponsored task force
urged Monday.
"We believe there is a
compelling need for new·
approaches to higher education,
net only new types of college
with new missions, but also new
patterns of going to college," the
panel said in a report to the Nixon
administration.
"We have seen disturbing trends
toward uniformity in our
institutions, growing bureaucracy,
overemphasis on academic
credentials, and uniformity of
structure that makes higher
education reflect less and less the
intert>sts of society."
The task force; headed by
Frank Newman of Stanford
University and finuncl/d by the
Ford Foundation, made public its
140-page report at a news
conference,
It immediately drew praises
fl'Om the administration's top two
education officials, Secretary
Elliot L. Richardson of Health,
Education and Welfare, and
Education Commissioner Sidney
P. Marland Jr. They called the
report "unusual" and
"provocative."
The task force was the idea of
Robert H. Finch, Richardson's
predecessor at HEW and now a
presidential counselor, who chose
Newman to head it. Newman is
associate director of univer.sity
relations at Stanford.
Among
specific
recommendations, the task force
proposed revising admissions
procedures to take account of
work and education experiences
students get outside school;
broadening financial aid to
include persons getting learning
I'Xperiences away from school and
those leaving or reentering SC'hool,
and developing "second·chancP"
subsidies for persons who wait a
while aftt>r high school before
going to college.
Other proposals included:
-Deemphasb;ing the Peace
Corps and VISTA (Volunteers In
Service lo America) as prime
opportunities for non-college
Jeurniug, and instead directing
young people toward new s!!rvice
in industry and government and
grass roots social problem ·solving
organizations.
-Making available college
physical facilities such us libraries
to communities "in order that
individuals and groups can find
their own way to an education."

-Reducing the influence of
college degrees on employers by
developing equivalency tests for
skills and knowledge gained
outside college, and by setting up
regional examining universities
with the sole function of testing
and granting degrees.
-Eliminating peripheral college
activities such as publishing
companies, government
laboratory work and low-cost
housing projects, so schools can
concentrate on education.
"We believe there are literally
millions who can benefit from
new approaches to an education,"
the task force said.
It said these would include
young people who don't want to
go to college or who want to quit
but are pressured to remain in
"a<'ademic lockstep;" women who
choose both family and
education; persons seeking new
cat·eers and job improvement, and
ghetto residents "without money
or confidence to go to a college."
The task force said now, a time
of academic ferment, was the
moment to try new approaches, a
moment that may fade quickly.

CAPE KENNEDY
(UPI)-Apollo 15 commander
David R. Scott expects this
summer's lunar landing mission to
tell so much about the moon it
"probably will be the greatest
scientific exploration carried out
by man."
"The vastly improved scientific
returns will be almost
overwhelming," Scott told 1000
workers who are preparing for the
July 26 launching. "With your
help, we'll bring back enough data

to keep the scientific community
busy for 30 years."
Scott, Alfred M. Worden and
James B. Irwin are scheduled to
spend 12 days in space, half of
that time spent on or around the
moon. It will be the nation's fifth
Moon landing expendition and it
is by far the most ambitious.
Apollo 13 never landed due to an
oxygen tank explosion.
Scott and Irwin are to land on a
narrow northern plain a mile west
of a meandering gorge 600 feet

U Orchestra Concert Thursday
The program for the UNM's
Orchestra's third concert will
include Enigma Variations by
Edward Elgar and Concerto for
Solo Percussion and Orchestra by
Donald Erb.
The concert will be Thursday,
March 11 at 8:15 in Popejoy Hall.
Percussion soloist for Erb's
concerto will be Janice Bates,
UNivl student.
The Seaphin Trio will be
featured in Beethoven's Concerto
for Piano, Violin and Cello, Opus
56.
The Elgar work was first

performed in London in 1899,
and in the composer's words
dedicated to the "friends pictured
within" the 14 variations.
The music for the Erb
composition sports drawings "to
inspire good humor in the
percussionist." Sketches include a
fish wearing a top hat, a pig
smoking a cigarette and a
spaceship.
The orchestra will be under the
direction of Kurt Frederick.
Admission for students is 50
cents, general admission, $1.50.

deep and just east of the base of
the towering Apenninc
mountains, some of the roughest
on the moon.
"We will have to pull up our
feet and go over an 11,000 foot
mountain just ·west of the tacget
site," Scott said as he outlined the
mission to the moonport launch
team.
Scott and Irwin will use a new
electric car they called a "moon
dune buggy" to drive five miles
from their spacecraft. With the
car's own television camera and
transmitting system, Irwin said
"all mankind will be able to watch
us work."
Worden will pilot the command
ship in lunar orbit and use a new
battery of cameras, a laser
altimeter and three spectrometers
to carry out the most detailed
survey of the moon.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry·Ciconing
and Laundry
Counselor Always <>n Duly
247.0836

2106 Central S.E.

T lA
INTRODUCES
130FF.
~Youth Passport*
I'OUTK flU: IDlll"llflCATIDN CAaP Ml'liCAnON JOt ~[S 12 THIU 21

With a Youth Passport card you get YJ
off on all TWA
domestic flights, on a
standby basis. And
reduced rates at many
places you'll stay.

Kissing Babies
CONCORD, N.H.
(UPI)-Candidates for public
office should not be allowed to
"hold and kiss babies while their
mothers vote," said Rep. Chris
Spirou in his speech for his bill to
keep candidates out of polling
places election day.
Best Eatery
LUTON, England (UPI)-There
is a two·week waiting list to
sample some of the masterpieces
ce~vked by catering school
students at Barnfield College.
Even the mayor regularly
entertains visiting dignitaries in
the college restaurant. "It's the
best restaurant in town," said one
visitor.

'""" Dl GK(l>lease
OLESKY
print)
MARCH 7.. 1973

Youth Passport cards
cost $3 and are avai Iable
to students aged 12 thru 21.

AND 2 YEARS TO PAY.

Home Support
PIERRE, S.D. (UPI)-Sen.
George McGovern (D-S.D.) the
first. :J.nnounced Demo ctatic
presidential candidate, is getting
support of a doubtful sort on his
home state.
Some Republican state
legislators have been seen wearing
buttons reading: "George
McGovern for President-in North
Vietnam".

With TWXs Getaway
Card, you can charge
airfare, hotels, meals,
cars, just about anything to just about
anywhere. And then
take two years to pay.

-----

Shoes Squealed
KALAMAZOO, Mich.
(UPI)-Walter Jennings Jr .. i.s
serving a three to four·year Jatl
sentence because a pait of shoes
.. .
squealed on him.
Jennings, 21, was charged W1th
putting on a new pair of sh?es at a
shopping center and walkmg out
without paying fo1• them. ..
.
The shiny new shoes, Jennmgs
told the judge, "squealed."

Apollo 15 Commander Ready for July 26 Launch

The Getaway Card
is available to most
students in the U.S.A.
For additional
information contact TWA
or your local travel agent.

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa
•

•
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Hart Named Law School Skipper

150 Women's Libers
Occupy Design School

To Succeed Christopher at Dean's Helm

!By lhf 1111lltor of Rally Round lht> F'laa, Boys .•• Dobll' Olllut •. , ffr.l

Quo Vadis; or Your Chariot Is On My Foot
I know it sounds crazy, but there's still a chance you might not
flunk out of school. (You're laughing, but it's possible.) It is, however,
a very slim chance and it will require you to do something you've
never done before: take notes.
Why haven't you been taking notes? I'll tell you why. Let's suppose you're at a history lecture. Let's suppose the topic is the ruling
houses of England. You start out fine. You put down the lecturer's
points one after another with Roman numerals just like you're supposed to. Like this:
I. House of Plantagenet
II. House of Lancaster
III. House of York
Then suddenly you stop. You put down your pen. You blink back
a tear. You can't go on. Oh sure, you know the next ruling house is the
House of Tudor. What you don't know is the Roman numeral that
comes after III.
There's the hangup-those cruddy Roman numerals! How come
we keep using them when even the Romans didn't know how? Oh, I
guess they could tell you how much V or X were or like that, but when
it came to skullcrackers like LXI or MMC, they just f!ang away their
styluses and went downtown to have a bath or take in a circus or maybe stab Caesar a few times.
You may wonder why Rome stuck with these ridiculous numerals
when the Arabs had such a nice simple system. Well sir, the fact is that
Emperor Vespasian tried like crazy to buy the Arabic numerals from
the Sultan, Sulieman the Hairy, but Sulieman wouldn't do businessnot even when Vespasian raised his bid to 100,000 gold piasters, plus
he offered to throw in the Colosseum, the Appian Way and Charlton
Heston.

So Rome stuck with Roman numerals-to its sorrow, as they
found. One day in the Forum, Cicero and Pliny the Elder got to arguing about how much is CDL times MVIX. Well sir, pretty soon everybody in town came around to join the hassle. In all the excitement
nobody remembered to Jock the north gate and-wham! before you
could say ars longa-in rushed the Goths, the Visigoths and the Green
Bay Packers!
Well sir, that's the wlly the empire crumbles, but I digress. Let's
get back to lecture notes. Let's also say a word about Miller High Life
Beer because the brewers of Miller High Life Beer sponsor this column
and they're inclined to sulk if I don't mention their product. Naturally, they don't sulk long, the brewers of Miller High Life Beer, for
they are ebullient, great-spirited men, as chock-full of sunniness as the
beer they brew. Believe me, I know. Every Tuesday I have lunch with
them at the brewery and I've never seen such a fun place!
The lunches always get off to a rousing start with everybody singing the Miller Pep Song which you all know, of course:
I'm a keg of MillerI'm a keg of Miller] will please your palate.
So go and get a mallet.
l'·m a keg of MillerI'tn a keg of Miller! will make you feel young.
And bang away at my bung.
Well sir, this is only the beginning. Next, everyone gets up in turn
and does a hilarious bit. For instance, Frank Glebe from Hops Control
imitates a chicken; Rex Gransmire from Label Gumming touches his
ear with his tongue; Charley Froos from Malt Flow cracks a walnut
in his armpit; Norman Berswang from Fermentation touches his armpit with his tongue; a•; you uee, just one belly-buster after another.
But lunch ends with a tranquil and rather solemn moment. Ed
Gonder, the brewery chaplain, closes the proceedings with an invocation to St. Dintenfass, the patron saint of carbon dioxide, and then
they ail return to their work renewed and inspired, just as you too will
be after you too have enjoyed the joys of Miller High Life. Whether
you drink beer every day, every III days, or every VII, you rannot
find a jollier companion than Miller High Life.

*

*

Frederick M. Hart has been
named to succeed Thomas W.
Christopher as Dean of the UNM
School of Law.
The appointment is effective
July 1 when Christopher will leave
UNM to head the law school at
the University of Alabama, his
alma mater.
Selection of Hart for the
deanship was announced by UNM
President Ferrel Heady at the
Monday meeting of the Regents.
''Professor Hart has been
deeply involved in the
development of the law school
during the past several years."
Heady said. "We are pleased that
he has accepted the deanship and
look forward to the continuing
progress of the school toward a
national position of eminence in
legal education and service."
Hart joined the UNM faculty in
1966 as a visHing professor, on
leave from the Boston College
Law School. He became a regular
member of the faculty with the
rank of professor in 1968. In
addition to his teaching duties and
law school committee activities,
he has served since 1968 as
director of the school's special
scholarship program in law for
American Indians. The program
has been regarded as a national
model for advancing opportunity

support the University has given
its law school.
"The state now possesses a law
school in which it can take
justifiable pride. I anticipate that
this support will continue and
that we will continue to progress
and fulfill the responsibility that
is concomitant to opportunity,"
he said.
Hart earned his undergraduate
and law degrees from Georgetown
University and his LL.M. degree
from New York University. He
also studied at the University of
Frankfurt, Germany, under a
Peter Canisius Fellowship granted
by Georgetown University.
He taught at New York
University, the Albany Law
School of Union University, and
at Boston College before coming
to UNM. The author of numerous
professional publications, Hart is a
member of the board of trustees
of the Law School Admission Test
Council and is chairman of the
Council's test development and
research committee, He also is a
member of the long range
planning and research committee
that the importance of law of the Council on Legal Education
schools to society will be finally Opportunity and a member of the
recognized."
Association of American Law
The dean-designate praised the Schools special committee on
tradition of support for higher purpose and structure of the
education in New Mexico and the association.

for legal education among
members of minority groups.
Commenting upon his
appointment, Hart said that he
believes "the next decade will be
exciting for those. of us in legal
education. The1·e is a good chance

Donor Posts $100,000 Reward

SPECIAL
This Week Only

POLISH
SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
49c
Btr ltlitnerschnitul
5810 Mcnual

*

Miller High Life amo, Tom Miller Hioh Life amat, Dick Miller
High Life amat, Harry Miller High Life amat, quique Miller High Life
amant-et quoque amab~tis.

Central
Lomas

Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield would only reveal that
the wealthy benefactor was
outside the government.
The Congressional leaders
announced the $100,000 has been
deposited in a bank, They
declined to divulge the identity of
the bank.
The Detroit News posted a
$10,000 reward last week.
The bomb or bombs, set off in
the early hours of last Monday,
did extensive damage to a men's
room, barbershop, and several
senatorial hideouts on the first
floor of the Capitol's Senate wing.
Damage was estimated upwards of
$300,000.
Mansfield, Albert, and Scott,
after a meeting to discuss Capitol
security, told reporters they knew
of no leads in the investigation,
which is headed up by the FBI.
"I don't know anything about a
hard lead," Scott said. Albert
added, "I don't 'know of any."
The congressional leaders also
decided to professionalize the
Capito I police force. Now
authorized at 622 men, the force

consists of 39 percent patronage
appointments, about 20 percent
of which are college students.
Mansfield said patronage
appointments would be
eliminated partly through
attrition with some of the
non-career officers given the
chance to join the professional
force. He also indicated more
policemen would be added.
The leaders discussed closing
the Capitol to visitors around 6
p.m. This would curtail the
summer hours that normally
extend to 10 p.m. for some pads
of the Capitol.
Other possible security
measures discussed were
installation of electronic
surveillance; use of laminated
identification cards with photos
for all Senate employes;
additional parking near the
Capitol for women employes;
glassing in the Senate and House
chambers; putting certain work
areas off limits to visitors, and
inspection of all packages being
carried into the buildings.

Higher EducationSeminarSlated
University officials from Latin of this year's seminar.
Following last year's seminar
American nations will be at UNM
March 27·April 12 for the 11th Marshall Nason and Frank Angel
annual Seminar on Higher of UNM, along with University of
Education in the Amerieas.
Kansas staff members, visited the
The seminar is co-sponsored by participating Latin American
UNM and the Univel'sity of countries to evaluate the seminar
Kansas. It is attended by and select delegates for this year's
university presidents, vice sessions.
presidents, deans and other
KNME, Channel 5, will
officials in charge of educational broad cast a special program
planning in Latin American during which L~;~tin American
officials attending the seminar will
countries.
Topics related to the theme, dis cuss problems of their
universities. The broadcast will be
"The University and
Development," are discussed by in Spanish.
UNM faculty members and Latin
American participants. Also
When you say you agree to a
included are visits to colleges and
thing in principle you mean that
departll).ents of the university, _you have not the slightest
presentation of papers and a tour intention of carrying it
of northern New Mexico.
out.-Bismarek
Earlier seminars have begun in a
Latin American country, but
Intoxication is feeling
unsettled political conditions sophisticated and not being able
forced cancellation of that phase to say it.

-------

EDNESDAY OF -ENT
Organ Recital 12:00-12:20 Steve Macinnis
12:30-12:40 Meditations by Fr. Tod
12:40-12:55 Eucharist
Feel free to come to any or all three of these Lenten Offerings
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Frisbee Practice

For Convictions of Capitol Bomber

WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
mystery donor posted a $100,000
reward Monday for the arrest and
conviction of those responsible
for setting off a bomb in the U.S.
Capitol last week.
The six - figure reward was
announced by Senate and House
leaders who also indicated
strongly that the investigation so
far has failed to produce any solid
leads.
The Congressional leaders
steadfastly refused to disclose the
identity of the wealthy donor.
Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott said a "condition of giving
the reward was to remain
anonymous."
It was understood, however,
that the donor made his initial
contact, through an intermediary,
with Scott last Thursday. Any
future negotiations, however, will
be made through House Speaker
Carl Albert.
Scott described the donor as "a
very reputable citizen." Senate

"

Frisbee practice is called for
any available afternoon when the
wind is right and the temperature
is not too chilling. The world
championships, like the world
wrist· wrestling championships, are
scheduled in Petaluma.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI)About 150 women's liberationists
occupied a rundown, two story
building belonging to Harvard's
Graduate School of Design
Sunday, University officials
contemplated possible legal
action.
The women, from several area
groups, marched from a rally on
Boston Common Saturday into
the building. and declared it was
now the "Boston Women's
Center."
"We will immediately provide
the following services for women;
child care, health referral, legal aid
and self-defense," a spokesman
for the occupiers said. "An
important part of the center will
be a place for gay women to get
together."
A spokesman for Harvard said
legal, action was "possible" but
the university concentrated its
official statement Sunday to a
warning that the building is unfit
"for occupancy by a large number
of women and children."
Some of the women brought
children into the building.
Sympathizers provided the
occupiers with sleeping bags and
food, but Harvard shut off heat
and telephone service.
The university said it had two
·major concerns about the
occupation, "the disruption of
scheduled classes'' and the

unfitness of the building for
occupancy.
Harvard said the heat was shut
off because t.he steampipes were
"old and rusty" and might scald
someone if stepped upon.
Dean Maurice Kilbridge of the
design school used a bullhorn
Saturday night to tell the women
they were subjecting themselves
"to the risk of prosecution." He
also warned of fire danger and
said ''toilet facilities are
manifestly inadequate for large
numbers of people."
Inside the building, most of the
women sat and quietly talked.
Campus police said there was no
apparent damage done to the
building, which houses the
architectural technology
workshops.
Signs posted inside the
buildings, where two women
watched the doors to keep men
and reporters out, listed "Two
Rules of Thumb." The signs said,
"No Dope" and "Don't Talk to
the Press."
On their march to the building
from the Common, the women
stopped for a brief rally in front
of the Playboy Club in Park
Square. Several windows were
broken and someone painted on
the building housing the club,
"Women Are Not The Puppets of
U.S. Sexists."

KUNM Will Feature Tape NationalStudentCo.ngress
Of Singer's Boat Concerts Deplores Campus Vwlence
In case you're wondering where
well·known folksinger Pete Seeger
is lately, he's cruising up and
down the Hudson River on a
sloop called the Clearwater with
an anti-pollution group. The
group's activities include stopping
in small towns and giving concerts
and making an effort to clean up
the river.
Recently a representative of the
Pacifica Foundation spent a week
on board the Clearwater and made
a tape of concerts and interviews
with the crew. The tape will be
aired Tuesday at 9 p.m. on Tom
Kavanagh's folkstream on KUNM
and will be followed by a history
of Seeger and his music.
The Clearwater is a copy of an
old time cargo ship which used to
sail the Hudson between Albany
and New York City. A group of
people who were concerned about
the foul state Of the Hudson
researched the design of the old
sloops and built the Clearwater.
"Seeger was a mover, but not the
prime mover for the idea,".
Kavanagh said.
The captain and Seeger are the
only fulllime members of the
crew of 13 the rest are
volunteers who stay on the ship
for a week at a time. Seeger is the
best known crew member,
perhaps because he's been around
the longest.
Seeger's career began in the
1930's and since then he has made
50 albums. He began singing with
a group in New York, the
Almanac Singers, after he dropped
out of Harvard. Woody Guthrie

was one of the members of the
group.
About 1940 the group sort of
"drifted," Kavanagh said. Seeger
worked with unionizing and it was
at this point in his life that he was
first labelled "red" and
"commie." "Seeger has always
believed in the democratic
process," Kavanagh stated.
Shortly after his involvement
with unions, Seeger and Guthrie
and several other singers came
together to form the Weavers.
"They made the top 40 lists with
Good Night Irene and Tzena,
Tzena, Tzena," Kavanagh added,
In 1955, the House
Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) cited Seeger
for his "socialist" background.
Seeger pleaded the first
amendment, freedom of speech,
in defense of his songs, and was
given a contempt of Congress
citation and spent a year in jail.
Since Seeger's confrontation
with the law-enforcers, he has
been blacklisted and "that's why
he has never been on
'Hootenanny'," Kavanagh
explained. "Other people like
Dylan and Baez wouldn't appear
because of it." No big networks
will let him on, but he has done a
couple of shows on National
Educational Television, he said.
Thirsty days hath September,
April, June and November; all the "
rest are thirsty too, except for
him who hath home brew.
Sometimes when a man is in
the public eye he is just a cindet.

11 Americans Plan Climb
SEATTLE, Wash. (UP!)- 1·1
American mountain climbers are
organizing an expedition to l'each
the top of the world's highest
unelimbed mountain- West
Pakistan's 25,'7!!2 • t'oot Khinyang
Chhish.
ExpediLion leader Warren
Blesscl' of Seattle announced the
goal in a letter Tuesday to the
American Alpine Club.
Bleser, a climbing instl'uctor at
the University of Washington,
noted the only two previous
attempts to climb the mountain in
the Karakorum Range were by a
British team in 1962 and a
Japanese team in 1965. Neither
reached the summit.
Bleser said his team would try a
"more direct and more difficult
line than previously climbed.
Today the objective irt
mountain climbing is not just
getting to the top. "The
Tuesday, March 9, 1971

important thing is to make a good
climb."
Ko ppock said b efo1·e the
expedition ill Pakistan can take
place, the team will have to get
approval of the Pakistan
government and secUl'<' financing.
"I bt!lieve the outlook is good
on both counts," he said.

....
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EVANSTON, Ill. (UPI)- priority."
Resolutions deploring campus
They urged faculty members be
violence and urging all colleges promoted on their teaching
and universities to make teaching ability, a curriculum study be
their "foremost priority" were initiated to abolish outdated
adopted Saturday at the close of requirements, and colleges and
the National Conference on universities recognize students as
Student Involvement in the individuals instead of numbers or
University.
cogs in a wheel.
The two-day conference, held -:::::::=:::::::::::::::::~
at Northwestern tJniversity, "
attracted some 275 student
leaders from 143 colleges and
universities. Peace Corps Director
Joseph Blatchford, Chicago
Insurance Magnate W. Clement
Stone and a variety of top
university officials addressed the
group.
The resolution deploring
campus violence, submitted by
the conference's student
committee on responsible social
action, was overwhelmingly
adopted by voice vote. The
measure said the only way
students can have "lasting
effectiveness" is to convince all
segments of the population they
are willing "to play by the rules."
In a second resolution, the
students called upon all
institutions of higher learning "to
make teaching their foremost

Your Balfour
representative
will be here
Thursday, March II
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
to fit and take your
orders

UNM Bookstore
Downstairs,
New Mexico Union

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Univer•ity

FUN

-
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Science Religion and Humanity
Thaf s \Vhat
1

Virgil Trout is a minister in Oklahoma
City and
Executive Director, Internal
Foundation for Rellglon..Science Research.
He was named outstanding religious
lecturer of 1966 by students of Arizona
State University.
Mr. Trout is a popular campus speaker,
having been invited to conduct more than
100 lectures at Universities including
Cornell, Michigan State, Washington
State, Texas, University of Mississippi,
and the University of West Indies.

..

LECTURE TONIGHT
SUB Ballroom 7:30.
VIRGIL TROUT

OKIE'S

FUN

BALFOUR
Ring Day

There is no generation gap when this man raps

TODAY
Rap Session 9:30-10:30 o.tn, SUB.Rm. 253
Lunch 1i :30-1:30 Christian Student Center
Rap Session 2•00-4:00 p.m. Christian Student Center
Lecture-What Is Man Anyway? 7:30 SUB Ball roam

SPONSORED IIY TH!l CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
130 Girard NE

BALFOUR
Ring Day
Page 5

Joe Takes Championship
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15th.

Left .Hook Barrage Dumps Ali to Canvas
NEW YORK (UPI)- Joe at each other. Daring to walk into
Frazier buried a myth, the only the firestorm, Frazier took all the
stain on his world heavyweight punishment Ali could muster and
crown, laying the ghost of simply walked back in for more.
Muhammad Ali to rest with a
At the conclusion of the fight,
vicious barrage of left hooks that the ring was filled with security
smashed the challenger's jaw and men, obscuring the fighters.
dumped him to the canvas in the
"I always knew who the
15th round Monday night for a champion was," Frazier said. He
unanimous 15·round decision.
certainly proved it by beating the
While 300 million watched man he · had succeeded to the
around the world, the 27 · year· heavyweight title. Ali, stripped of
old Frazier finally caught up with the crown in 1967 and banished
the man who had taunted and from the sport until last year, had
teased him from outside the ~:ing finally met more than his match
for four years.
after 31 consecutive pro victories
In the 11th round, the 29 · and 25 knockouts.
year · old Ali fell apart, and in the
Referee Arthur Mercante made
last round, Ali was bashed to the it 8·6-1 for Frazier and judges
canvas and his face was swollen Artie Aidala followed with a 9·6
almost beyond recognition from verdict while Bill Recht gave
the barrage.
Frazier a whopping :11-4 margin.
Staggering from the power of It was Frazier's 27th consecutive
the punches chopping in at him, victory and he barely missed
Ali was lucky to last until the gaining his 24th knockout.
final bell. No dancing steps came
Ali, at 6 · foot · 3, was nearly
to him any more and he was left four inches taller than his
sobbing with remorse on the ropes opponent and outreached him by
as he became a mere punching bag 6 1h inches. Going into the fight
for the man he had hoped to Ali had a record of 31 victories,
playfully torture.
It was a vicious test of
manhood, a test of strength with
the fighters Ia ughing and taunting

25 of them by knockouts.
Frazier had a 26·0 record, 23 of
them by knockouts.
Ali was stripped of his title 3 1h
years ago after refusing induction
into the armed forces on the
grounds he was a conscientious
objector and also a minister.
With each fighter guaranteed
$2.5 million before the opening
bell, at stake really was the crown,
the title of World Heavyweight
Champion, a place in the Ha!I of
Fame with the immortals - Jack
Johnson, Jack Dempsey and Joe
Louis.
A sellout crowd at the Garden
of 19,500 provided $1.25 million
of the take, including $140
ringside seats that were sold by
ticket scalpers for as much as
$800.
Promoter Jerry Perenchio
predicted the fight would bring in
$18 million, largely from clllsed
circuit television showings in the
United States and 35 other
countries. The total audience was
estimated at more than 300
million persons.

.1)£/r

UNM Ski Club Plans Trip
To Colorado's Purgatory
Durango, home of
southwestern Colorado's
Purgatory ski area, is the location
of Ski Club's two day, two night
trip this March 12-14.
A deposit of $10 will reserve a
seat on the bus. The total cost for
the weekend venture is $28, with
the balance payable on Friday
night. The fee covers
transportation, lift tickets, lodging
and continental breakfast on
Saturday and Sunday.
A table will be set up in the
Union today, tomorrow and
Thursday with ski club members
taking deposits.
Beginning skiers are urged to
participate as the club has
organized an instructor's
committee composed of students
who have volunteered to teach

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851
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new skiers.
Membership in the club costs
$3 per year. The club has taken
two trips this year, one qt
Thanksgiving to Monarch Pass,
Colo. and the other to Vail over
semester break.
Another ski trip is tentatively
planned for Spring Break to
Steamboat Springs, Colo. for four
days and nights.
Those participating in the
Purgatory jaunt will leave from
the south side of Johnson Gym at
6:30 p.m. Friday and will spend
Friday and Saturday nights at the
Sunset Lodge in Durango.
Further information can be
obtained by calling Jeff or Mike at
842·8812, or Kathi at 243-6134.
Loren Potter and Derek
Swinson are the club's advisors.

l------~----~----~-------·--------~

Farewell and Thanks
After producing and editing 163 sports sections of The
Lobo and assisting with 73 more, my 236th was my last. So
as a farewell to the people who have bothered to read this
column over the last year and a half, I would like to list the
most meaningful sports events that I wrote about during that
time.
Oct. 4, 1969- With everyone in New Mexico expecting
the UNM football team to do no better than 1-9, the Lobos
pull an amazing upset over the Kansas Jayhawks, 16-7. The
team went on to win three more games tJ1at season, a feat
which ·probably had peaople considering Rudy Feldman for
Coach of the Year.
Dec. 20, 1969- The basketball team beats previously
undefeated Washington State in the final game of the Lobo
Invitational Tournament for their fifth consecutive Lobo
Invite championship.
Feb. 21, 1970- The basketball team wins a thrilling road
victory over Arizona State, 87-85. Howie Grimes has his best
night of his career with 27 points and 12 rebounds. While in
sad shape at a party, I turned on the television and focused
on the screen just in time to see my fraternity brother and
roommate Rick Wright, confined to the bench all season,
come into the game hot and hit six long shots from the
corners to contribute greatly to the victory.
Feb. 26-March 4, 1970 - After the victory at ASU, the
Lobos reel off three more wins against WAC contenders
Utah, BYU and ultimate champion UTEP to salvage a 13-13
season.
March 31, 1970- The Lobo gynmasts win the WAC
championship. Freshman Seymour Rifkind captures double
individual championships on the still rings and the parallel
bars. Stormy Eaton wins the floor exercises for the third year
in a row and Jon Aitken takes the high bar event.
April 4, 1970- The same gymnastics team finishes sixth
in the NCAA championships.
April 17-18, 1970- The baseball team sweeps a three
game road series from the Arizona Wildcats. Jim Kremmel
opens the series with the first no-hitter in WAC history,
missing a perfect game by two walks. Arizona eventually goes
on to win the WAC.
April 24, 1970 - The Albuquerque Dodgers beat the
Lobos in an exhibition game, 2-1. Roger Ruvolo and I get a
taste of the good life while sitting in the pressbox. The
Dodger management waits on us hand and foot, bringing us
beer, coffee, hot dogs and second base just for the asking.
May 2, 1970- The rejuvenated football team wins 71-0
over the bewildered alumni in the annual spring game.
Sept. 26, 1970- Fred Henry rushes for 208 yards in 19
carries as the Lobos even their record at 1-1 by beating Utah,
34-28.
Oct. 10- Nov_ 14, 1970- The football team wins six
straight, setting the stage for the final showdown between the
Lobos and the Arizona State Sun Devils.
Nov. 21, 1970- I went to Tempe along with a large UNM
following to witness the game of the year. But ASU lived ·up
to its advance billing. Behind the passing of Joe Spagnola,
which looks great due to the catching of J.D. Hill, the Sun
Devils capture the second WAC crown in a row by beating
the Lobos 33-21. ASU goes on to beat North Carolina in the
Peach BowL
Dec. 22, 1970- The basketball team beats New Mexico
State, 72-66, and pushes their record to 9-1.
Feb. 8, 1971- Jon Aitken, the final performer in the
meet, scores a 9.65 on the high bar and gives the Lobo
gymnastics team an upset victory over powerful Southern
Illinois by a .15 margin. The win keeps the team's undefeated
season intact.
Thanks to my staff- Roger Ruvolo, Andy Garmezy,
Rosalie Ferguson and Joe Hartshorne- for being a
dependable bunch of people. Special thanks to Sue, Mary and
Kathy, who over the last year had to put up with crazy"
schedules and erratic moods which were created by my
following the Lobos. and working for The Lobo.
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OPEN
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(over 25 different
11 A.M.-3 A.M.
sandwiches)
Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
1600 Central SE
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'lncreditable Card' Gives
Bargain Power to Student

CAMPUS BRIEFS

By PAUL FLECK.

TheseF olks Watched
FightonMexicanTV
EDINBURG, Tex. (UPI)While thousands stood in line and
paid stiff prices to see Muhammad
Ali fight Joe Frazier, residents
along the Rio Grande border
watched it on television in the
comfort of their homes.
The telecast was relayed
overseas by satellite and picked up
in Mexico City. The Valley Cable
Television Network then relayed
the show back to Monterrey,
Mexico, which beams into the Rio
Grande Valley,
The commentary was in
Spanish but most border residents
speak both English and Spanish.
"I don't care a hang about the
commentary," said one
English·speaking resident. "I just
want to see the fight."
Valley Cable Television has
been subtly advertising the fight
for two weeks, saying "You're
always in time for the bell on
Valley Cable TV."

•
scanntng
the scene

Lobo Goof
The number lOven in
yesterday's Lobo to reserve
tickets to "The Trial" was the
phone number of the registrar's
office, not the Popejoy Hall ticket
office. The only "reservations"
available at the registrar's office
are those for enrollment next
semester,
The correct box office numbers
are 277·4522 and 277·4402. The
Lobo regrets the error.
"The Trial" will be presented in
the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall
March 18·21. Box office hours are
1·5 p.m.

Soccer Club
The UNM Soccer team will
meet March 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Union, room 250-C. All league
representatives and captains are
urged to attend.

Chapparal Tryouts
Girls interested in trying out
for chapparals will meet March 9
at 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym, room
127.

First Aid
The standard American Red
Cross first aid course will be
conducted at UNM under the
auspices of Agora. The class will
start March 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Union, room 23l·E.

Science Talks
Sidney Solomon, professor of
physiology, will lecture on
"Paddling Down the Nephron in a
Canoe," and Klaus Keil, geology
professor, will talk on the
information from the moon rocks
study at a Sigma Xi seminar.

The semmar will begin at 3
p.m. on l\'Iarch 9 in the biology
building, room 139. The public is
invited.
r

UNM Chaplain
Former UNM chaplain Virgil
Trout will speak at the Union
March 8 and 9 on the "true nature
of man," and the relation. of
science to the Bible. Also on his
March 9 agenda there will be a
coffee and discussion in the
Union, room 253, from 9·10:30
a.m., a luncheon at the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard N.E.
at 11:30 a.m. and a rap session at
2 p.m. The general public is
invited.

Kiva Club
Kiva Club will meet March 9 at
9 p.m. in the Native American
Studies Center to discuss the
Nizhoni dances.

Strike Discussion
Ellen Shoemaker, an organizer
of the physical plant workers
union, will hold a discussion to
explain events leading up to last
year's strike by UNM physical
plant workers. The discussion will
be on March 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Santo Domingo room of the
Newman Center.

Descartes
Rene Descartes, 17th century
philosopher, will be discussed at a
lecture March 9 in the UNM
honors center. Jules Brody,
associate dean of faculty and
professor at Queens College will
deliver the lecture "Descartes
Dream," at 4 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini- WHERE: Journalism Bulldlns:. Room
mum ($1.40) per time nm. If nd is to
20u, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more consecutive- days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c

Cl.... lfied Advertising,
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment munt be made in fuU prior to insertion o! advertlsement.

per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

1)

PERSONALS

l!o' THE WORI,D IS CRASHING around
your h<'nd, mnyhc- we- cnn hC'Ip prop it up

again. Agorn: nil dny and nirrht.. nortJ1
''lest ~orner of l\le:m Vistn. 3/16
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by a p.m. to run the following dny.

2)

LOST&FOUND

LOST: PHI D}o;LTA THI;'TA FRATERNI'l'Y PIN. G"nerotL1 rownr<l offer<'d. 2774~73 or 243-0066. 3/9
LOST: GOLDEN RETRIEV}:R, mal<>,
purple collar, 105 Syrarnore N.Fl, No 1.
242·~031 afwr 6 pm. 3/9

3)

SERVICES

DO·l'r-YOURSELF CUT OFFS. Now
avnilnhlo. Onlv $3. Lobo Mens Shop,
2120 Central s,g, 3115
HOROSCOPE DISCOUNTS: Libra's 10
Percent discount \Ved.. call for your
nstrologicnl si~ns discount nitc-209 ..
0141, '"Gypsy CnndJe Restaurant" European Cuisine. 3/1G
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION. 54/hour (half
price). You provide aircraft. Call J. 2662501. 3/12
ART LESSONS by expericnc<'d teacher.
Beginners, intermediate, advanced and
personal instrucUon-345-0201. 3/12
H 0 U R S - COLLEGE INN BARBER
SHOP, Tue., Thur. and Sat.-8: 30·6:
W<'d.-10:80·6: Fri.-0:30·6. Long hair
welcome. 243·0003. 3/12
LOOKING FOR A GIFT? Try handcrafted
sterling jewelry, Randy, 208·8370. 3/10
EQUI1'ABLJ~ LIF'E INSURANCE, tailored
to your needs, Jim Brand, 255•4367. 3/8
LEATHER, SANDALS AND CLOTHES
custom made. Phone 243-4614. Lowest
Priccs. 2/11

5)

FORSALE

6)

EMPLOYMENT

COLLEGE STUDENT: Prepare now for
the business world. Choose your own
hours. Sell non~]lotlutfng products to
home .nnd industry. Call 266·2200. 3/16
CONSIDERING ALASKA 1 Accurate, «>m·
prehensivc brochure about opportunities
in ronstruction, oil," fishing and canneries, otlJcrs. Send $2.00 cnah or money
order. Jobs In Alnnkn, P.O. Box 1666,
Anehornge, Alnskn 99601. 3/11

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

THUNDERBIRD-UNM's Student Liwr·
nry Magazine is taTting nrt work, photography, fiction, and poetry for its
sprjng lissuc. Deadline, April 1st. Uoom
205-.Taurnalbrn UuHGi:Jf;. 3/22
DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Do something! Help our students by tutoring
basic subjects two hours a. week. We
need you. Call 1SRAD B.nslc Education,
2500 Central, 277·3511 3/16

Chicano Studies
A recruiter from the School of
Social Work of the University of
Michigan will be at the Chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Roma,
March 10 from 9 a.m.·5 p.m.

Book Exhibit
An exhibit of books will be
presented by the Association of
American University Press Books
Monday through Friday of this
week in the Anderson Room of
Zimmerman Library. The room is
open from 8-5.

Picasso
Prints by Pablo Picasso will be
exhibited in thyprint room of the
UNM art museum from March 9
through April 1. The exhibit has
been assembled from the UNM
collection, and loans from private
collectors in the community.

Gottschalk Examines
Revolution Causes
Louis Gottschalk, visiting
Popejoy professor, will lecture
Wednesday evening on "The
Causes of Revolution."
Gottschalk, retired former
chairman of the University of
Chicago history department and
present associate director of the
honors program at the University
of Illinois at Chicago, will speak at
8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall.
He is a specialist both in the
French Revolution and in the
theory of revolution.
The lecture is the second in a
series of three open to the public
without charge. The third will be
March 16 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Simpson Room of the home
economics building on "Revival of
Intellectual Curiosity."
The Department of Defense
and the Pentagon recently agreed
to a simplified method of grading
the atomic bomb: big,
tremendous and where is
everybody, a Pentagon spokesman
announced yesterday,
We will never get anywhere
with our finances til we pass a law
saying that everytime we
appropriate something we got to
pass another bill saying where the
money is coming from.-Will
Rogers
When all is said and done too
many people keep on talking.

By TIM NORRIS
Colorado State University
COLLEGIAN
No one has ever disputed the
buying power of the modern
college student. Free of the
outdated image of the destitute
scholar, the modern collegian
rides on a wave of upper-middle
class prosperity, and recession or
not, money continues to flow
freely from the plump bankrolls
of future graduates.
Until recently, however, this
reservoir of wealth leaked at the
seams, random and uncontrolled.
Mer c hand izers largely
maintained the old-fashioned
"come to us for bargains"
attitude, giving the college student
no better break than any of his
other customers.
Then the scene began to shift,
Change, almost as expected, came
not from the commercial
"establishment" but from a
growing group of young
entrepreneurs. Mark Vittert, for
example, who last week made the
pages of "Time" magazine, started
"College Marketing & Research
Corporation" to bring goods and
services and the college student
together.
Latest thing on the buying
scene in Fort Collins, Colorado,
(and on the campuses of ot.her
southwestern universities) is the
"Increditable Card," a small
plastic rectangle embossed with
the name of the purchaser and
entitling him to reductions on
everything from records and
diamond rings to automobiles.
The "In creditable Card" is the
creation of Computer Services
Corporation, a company started
two years ago in Houston by a
Harris Ballow, age 28. Average age
of company employes is 23.
Computer services, one of the
nation's fastest growing firms,
already offers the card in all
Rocky Mountain states and hopes
to cover the nation by 1973. The
card entitles its holder to shop for
bargains in such diverse areas as
world travel, custom clothing,
jewelry, automotive goods,
cameras and insurance.
There are other "Increditable"
services too, notably a job
placement program which
representative Norm Rounds of

I

THE TIME IS NOW!
Would you like to receive free flying
lessons (II qunlified) and over $1000
while still in college? Do you want n.
guaranteed job upon receiving a Bnchclor•s dc~rec? If you answer ~~YES/'
perhaps you should jnvcstigate the opportunities that the Air Force ROTC

program cnn offer you.
To find out; if you ntc eligible for our
program, there nrc two initial Proccs-,
sing st<>ps: the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test and n physical examination.
And rcrnembl!'r, there is no obligation
incurrcrl by proccssinA' for the progrnm.
lC you nre in good henlth, have a 2.0
c-umulative grade t>oint average and
two ncmlcmic years remujning (either
grndunt(', underm-udunte. or a combina ..

tlon o! both), contact us NOW. Initinl
processing for c>ntr:mcc into the pro·
r;ram next September nhouJd be comJ>Iet«l by 1 April 1071.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

SIMMS BUilDING
247-4406

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by iS" down to BW' x 11':
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, atcounting worksheets, organization.
(laarts, oversized periodicals and book!-.

CLASSIFIED

ADVER'"f~§ING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's I 0 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

'54 I•"ORD-robuilt env.i>J<>-runa good. Call
Pete, M4·1465. ~7f>,OO. 3/15
SPRING PANTS SALE. Red, white & bluo
•tripes & patterns. Only $4. Lobo !\!on'•
Shop, 2120 Contra! S.B. 3/15
COVI~R YOUR llODY with our body shi'rt
snle. ShirtA only $R. Tlnho MenR Shou •
2120 Central s,g, 3/15

CLASSIFICATJONS:
I. Persona Is
5. For Sale

6)

customers and free advertising,
and so far the program appears to
be working to everyone's
satisfaction, Well, almost
everyone's.

ka'py. korner

1!104 Corv<!tte. cxccllertt c:ondition. Must see
to npprcdnto. 204-0136. 3/15

1950 VOLVO, 30 m/Jml., ro-bullt trans.,
nreat body und interior, rnillo~ heater,
$600. 842·9698. 3/11
REci"ONDITIONED 1'V'a AND RIWORD
PLAYERS. l\!akc a <loa!. 256·6086, 242•
1124, after 12, Dennis. 3/11
196G TRIUMPH HERALD Convertible.
$500. 264-4644, Ext. 60 or 298·7290.
3/i2
STEREOS. These stereos have wn.lnut
finish nnd BSR turntablcs ~tnd will sell
for $88 eaeh. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo. Open 0 to 9, 2/G
S NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full !nclory gunro.ntec. NatlonnDY
ndvertized brnnd to be sold for $29 eaeh.
Monthly . payments availnb!e. Un.ited
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open D
to D. 2/4
30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.Jol. 255-5087. 4/2
LEVI BELL BOTTOM JEANS. You nero
em. Ho hnvc 'em. I.AJbo Men's Shop, 2120
Central S. I~. 243-6954.

Fort Collins claims can open new
doors to frustrated work-seekers
and a textbook Lrade·in service,
not yet in full swing at CSU but
on the planning board.
The Computer Services
program taps a large market. The
company's regional representative
Myron Smith es imates that .each
college student spends $1500 each
year beyond his tuition and room
and board, and added that 1,200
CSU students already own
''In creditable" passports. "The
card can save up to 20 percent of
these outside expenditures,"
Smith maintained.
Savings come through volume
buying and cutting out "middle
men "-the distributor and the
retailer-in. the merchandizing
chain from manufacturer to
consumer, according to Smith.
Part .of the goods and services
offered C<?.me through direct
dealing with the "Increditable"
company, but most are handled
by retailers, who set up working
agreements with Computer
Services. The retailers, with whom
CS may be in potential
competition, trade handling the
goods for a growth in number of

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -. -TIMES STARTING----:

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

ENCLOSED$_ _ __

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - - -

EMPLOYMENT

NEED TWO MEN »urt-time. Work 20
hours. $90. 242-0G63, 1·3 11m. only, 3/~
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to sneak his bill through the
legislature.
The bill to extend the life of the
LUSC was given a "do not pass"
recommendation by the. Senate
Education Committee (SEC) over a
week ago. Sen. Ben Altamirano
(D-Grants) at that time voted for the
"do not pass" recommendation. If
the Senate had accepted the
committee's report, Smalley's LUSC
bill would have been dead.
Someplace between the
committee report and the Senate
session yesterday, the LUSC bill
disappeared. Yesterday the worm
turned and the bill reappeared in the
SEC. This time it was issued without
recommendation.
The without recommendation
report was adopted by the SEC on a
voice vote and the Senate
One must admire a man who tries unanimously adopted the report.
his hardest to do his job, but Sen.
It is obvious that while the LUSC
Ike Smalley's (D - Sierra - Hidalgo - bill had disappeared Smalley was
Luna) maneuvering to keep his pet doing some heavy lobbying with SEC
legislative Universities Study members. He finally got to
Committee (LUSC) is going over the Altamirano, who reintroduced the
line of gentlemanly behavior and bill in the SEC. It was entirely legal
into the realm of using someone else for Altamirano to do so. Until a

editorial

Tribute

To Caesar

letters

..

Solving Pollution
To the Editor:
It irritates me to read letters
written by citizens who have the
notion that they can solve all of the
ills present in our world today. Such
was the case when I read Hyder's
letter in the March 3 Lobo.
My feelings toward pollution are
the same as most student's today. I
agree that there is a grave problem,
but the process of solving the
problem must be approached in a
realistic manner. A proposed ban on
fuel burning vehicles from our
campus is not appropriate until a
complete network of pollution free
transportation systems, i.e. Monorail,
comes to Albuquerque.
Hyder may, or may not, realize
that. some students do not live
anywhere near the bus routes. I for
one, live outside the city limits. If
students were required to park near
bus routes, the problem at UNM may
be solved; but, it will create
problems for the merchants and
property owners whose parking areas
suddenly become cluttered with
vehicles owned or operated by
students.
And what about the litter thrown
around campus by students, faculty
and visitors? What about massive
burning of tumbleweeds by the N.M.
Highway Department?
Let's wise up, stop polluting, but
do it realistically, with long range,
effective plans so as to eliminate
problems, not shift them from one
area to another.
Michael D. Turley

Senate Bill 201
To the Editor:
The New Mexico Senate has
recently passed Senate bill 201
which would require all 18- to 21year - old voters to register and vote
in the counties of the residence of
their parents or else produce a decree
of emancipation from the courts.
By requiring only this age group
to register in their home counties
the Senate is hindering the vote of a'
large segment of college and
vocational students who must make
an inconvenient, expensive and
unnecessary trip home to carry out
their elective duties.
In this way the Senate is
attempting to dilute the potentially
· powerful vote of the recently
enfranchised 18- to 21 - year - old
citizens in the 1972 federal elections.
This bill is clearly discriminatory
class legislation, unconstitutional and
violative of equal protection under
the law.
The Concerned Y o~th feel that
Senate bill 201, which now sits in
the House, must be defeated. We
· urge all New · Mexicans, especially
those UNM students who will be
discriminated against, to contact
Bernalillo County state
representative Fred Chaves, Jr. in the
state capitol building, Santa Fe and
ask him to vote against Senat~ bill
201.
·
Alfred Bergman
Concerned New Mexican Youth

7f;,7 8 cr

":.7~t1Jw U Faculty Hesitates to Limit Enrollment

committee report is adopted by the
entire Senate, the bill is technically
still in committee.
But there are two points about the
handling of the LUSC bill which are
bothersome.
First, if every senator lobbied to
have his bill remain in committee
until it received the report he
desired, the legislature would
accomplish nothing.
Second, Smalley's actions during
the bill's disappearance are
questionable. We feel he used his
power as Senate Finance Committee
chairman to hold up the LUSC bill
until he could make a deal that
would bring it out of committee, so
it could go to Finance Committee.
Smalley is perhaps guilty of acts
which he would not tolerate if they
happened at one of the universities
his LUSC is supposed to investigate.
Before investigating anyone else,
Smalley might do well to look into
his own methods as if they were
someone 'else's. He might find
something he doesn't like.
Sarah Laidlaw
Barbara Morgan

"

Tables Motion to Raise Out-of-State Entrance Requirements

The faculty tabled two motion~?
yesterday that would have pushed
UNM closer to a limited enrollment
next fall.
The faculty tabled a motion to
raise the out- of. state grade point
average (g.p.a.), as well as a motion
urging the administration "pursue
without delay" means· of limiting
UNM's enrollment.
The faculty action came after
possible methods of limiting
enrollment at UNM were presented
by UNM President Ferrel Heady.
Remarking on the proposal to
raise the required g.p.a. for
out-of-state students from 2.0 to 2.5,
Heady said there is a danger that
raising the grade requirement,
coupled with a pending tuition
increase, might drive away too many
non-resident students.
It is unlikely, he said, that an
across · the - board tuition increase
of 20 percent in the next two years
will be instituted.

'The Way I Read It, He Definitely Won't Bomb Us But He May Any Minute- I Think!'

By SUE MAJOR
News release received this week in
The Lobo office: "Refund checks
are less likely to be delayed when tax
returns are filed early," said the
district director of the Internal
Revenue Service for New Mexico.
I think it was a harried taxpayer
who said America is the only place in
the world where it takes more brains
to make out the income tax than it
does to make the income.
In any case, it's that time of year
(again) and all I need to finish my
tax form is to find out what student
exemption is allowable.
I have all my W-2 forms from the
four different places I've worked in
the last year; I have all my proof of
deductions to charitable
organizations ($5 to the Goodwill),
my statement from the bank saying I
earned interest on my account, my
1070 form~ I even borrowed an
adding machine so the math would
be right.
But I've been delayed a month
and a half finding out how much my
student exemption is.
The publication that comes with
the 1070 form is very impressiveover a dozen pages in small print
worth of impressive. It's also about
as helpful as a country hick giving
directions in New York City.
For those of you who are in the
same boat as I am, there is a small
paragraph on page five of the
publication which reads, "For
information on student exemptions,
see publication 532."
Naturally, I assumed the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) would be able
to help me in this crucial matter. The

.

It is more probable, he said, that
tuition will be raised five percent for
residents and 2 5 percent for
non-residents. Only UNM, New
Mexico Technical Institute and New
Mexico State University (NMSU)
would be affected by· this tuition
hike.
Mai:ion Cottrell from the
engineering department said such a
loss of non-resident students would
detract from the educational
experience at UNM. He estimated
non-resident enrollment might fall
from 15 percent to less than 10
percent.

Other enrollment- cutting
methods presented by Heady
included setting an enrollment
ceiling and turning away qualified
applicants after that ceiling had been
reached, and enforcing the
application filing deadline, thus
cutting off about 250 late applicants
every year.
Setting an enrollment ceiling was

NEW
MEXICO

by far the most drastic proposal, said
Heady, but it might become
necessary to use it.
The proposal to raise the required
out- of- state g.p.a. was tabled.
Another resolution, asking Heady
to "pursue without delay the task of
determining how enrollment might
be limited or reduced ... " was also
tabled for later consideration.
While no immediate action was
taken at the meeting, Vice President
for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead said a leveling - off point
for UNM's growth had to be set
soon.
In other action, Victor H.
Regener, chairman of the physics
and astronomy department, was
-elected without opposition as vice
chairman of the Voting Faculty. He
will direct faculty meetings if Heady
cannotattend.
The faculty also voted to amend
the Faculty Constitution to clarify
who is or is not a member of the
voting faculty.

r -lr

i

r-~-

Colleges and departments were
given the option of extending voting
privileges to instructors with less
than three years experience if a
majority of voting faculty members
in that department agree to do so.
Appointment and election of new
members to the Continuing
Education Committee, the Faculty
Policy Committee and the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee
were also dealt with at the meeting.
Arnold Koschmann, chairman of
the electric a 1 engineering
department, was approved to replace
John Aragon, professor of education
administration, on the Committee on
Continuing Education.
17 nominations were made for
nine positions on the Academic
Freedom anq Tenure Committee.
The election will be held at the next
facultymeeting.
Balloting was conducted for two
new members . at - large on the
Faculty Policy Committee. Results
are not yet tallied.
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Session

Ecology, Women's Coordinating Centers Discussed

If The
Shoe Fits
IRS turned out to be very
monotonous people: "I'm sorry, we
don't have that information
immediately available. Why don't
you read publication 532?"
This is not as easy as it may
sound - first, you have to find
publication 532.
"Income tax forms are available at
your local post office." And they
are, too, as long as your local post
office happens to be in the Federal
Building on Gold Ave. Mine,
unfortunately, is not, but it cost me
a trip to find that out.
The Federal Building is a
wonderful place. It's huge and
impressive and the architecture is
done in marble. And the doors are
locked on Saturday, which is the

only day I have time to get
downtown.
Nothing makes you feel quite so
helpless as looking in the huge,
impressive, beautiful glass doors
toward where publication 532
should be and not being able to get
to it.
But due to the kindness and
mercy of a friend I was finally able
to obtain a copy. (I might add that
he discovered publication 532 is not
available at the Federal Building
either, but rather across the street.)
Now the real fun begins.
Scholarships and fellowship grants
may be excluded from your gross
income, subject to certain
limitations. See publication 507.
If you are self-employed, and had
net earnings of $400 or more, see
publication 533.
Non resident aliens may not use
regular forms. See publication 519.
There are certain exceptions to
the dependent child rule. See
publication 501.
If you had uncollected social
security on tips, see publication 531.
If you do not have a social
security number, you will need to
get one before filing. Application
form SS-5 is used for this purpose.
Actually, if you don't have
the patience of a granite mountain
you can't get through your incom~
tax hassle at all. Now I understand
why there are so many last- minute
or late returns filed. New simplified
forms will do it every time.
. Please, Mr. Government ' all I want
1s my money back so I'll have
enough to start somewhere when I
graduate and become a real taxpayer.

The GSA Council last night approved a
bill to co-sponsor a Selective Service Seminar
in April that will include discussions on the
history, structure and administration of the
Selective Service System, the role of the
draft counselor and consci~ntious objection.
In other business the council allocated
$7 50 to the Ecology Information Center for
their library, research and utilities. The
allocation was cut from an original request
of $1927.90. The cut was due to a shortage
of funds in the GSA treasury, but several
council members also suggested that the
center try to coordinate some of its efforts
rather than spreading itself over so many
areas at one time.
A bill requesting $500 for a "survival
Booklet" containing information gathered
by members of Agora over the past three
months was referred to the Budget and
Finance Committee for consideration. The
booklet would contain information on birth

The elusive spirit inhabiting the
Commedia Theatre was ensnared
by Lobo photogl'apher Chuck
Feil. "She's real," he said, after
waiting an evening for her
entrance.

Student Court Files
Restraining Orders
Freezing Film Funds

Student Court yesterday issued
temporary restraining orders
impounding all financial records
in the possession of the ASUNM
Film Committee, and enjoining
the ASUNM treasurer from
disbursing fU11ds from the account
of thP. committee.
The restraining orders, signed
The Release on Recognizance program of the University by Student Court Associate
Law School has lost the support of District Attorney JusUe!'s Donna Hammonds and
Alexander F. Sceresse.
John He ide, were filed after
ASUNM
Attorney General Lee
The program, run by University law students, assists
Horner filed charges alleging
arrested persons who can't afford to post bond, said William illegal expenditures of committee
MacPherson, lecturer of law here.
funds by the Film Committee
Sceresse charged that the program is freeing persons who chairman.
The action was requested by
are accused of violent crimes and narcotic offenses and is not
Sens.
Joh11 Boudreaux and Jack
helping the persons it was originally designed for.
O'Guinn after an investigation of
Letters directing a suspect's telease under the program will the committee.
not be sent to the jailers, Sceresse said.
ASUNM President El'ic Nelson
Under the program, students of the law school interview has also requested a further
suspects and make recommendations if they feel he is a investigation be conducted by
Hammonds and Heide.
"good candidate for release."
The attorney general's charges
If the magistrate hearing the case agrees with the students, allege "expenditures not provided
he authorizes the release. The release is then sent to the for or contemplated in the current
ASUNM Senate appropriations,
district attorney fot his signature.
such
as monies expended on film,
The name of the assistant district attotney' who will handle lunches
or telephone calls."
the case is assigned to the form, if it is already signed by the
Horner also directed Student
judge, William F. Riordan, assistant~' distl'ict attorney, said.
Court to set a date for a hearing.
Film Commit Lee Chairman
The suspect is teleased without the assistant district
Grant Houston said the teason
attorney's knowledge.
charges were filed was because
Sceresse also said that the program will still be in effect if a "ASUNM
Film Committee has
judge directs.
become creative.

Commedia's Ghost

control, venera! disease, abortion, sex, drugs
and academics, and would be available free
of charge to all University students.
Arnold Padilla, Agora student
coordinator, asked the council for an
immediate decision on the bill since there
was no itemization involved. He said, "We
hope to have the booklet ready for
distribution by the twelfth week of classes,
and if the funding is delayed for another
month, it may be too late." However the bill
went to committee.
Women's liberation has requested $400
from GSA for a Women's Coordinating
Center on campus. The women's group was
chartered last spring, but they have been
meeting in members' homes around the city.
ASUNM has already allocated $475 to the
center, and the women are working with the
administration to obtain a room. The bill
was referred by the council to the Budget
and Finance Committee and to the cabinet.

Sceresse Attacks Bond Program
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Housing Solution

Students looking frantically for
housing that is both inexpensive
and near campus might check out
the camper offered for sale. Price
figures are not available.

